HOTFIX items: These changes have been made on production since the last release: July 31, 2018

- When an admin edits a stipulation more than once on the Stipulation screen, they are no longer able to add stipulations (on the Application screen) and/or edit stipulations. The only way to continue to add and edit stipats at the point is to close the stipulations window and reopen it. This has been corrected.

- If a study was initially determined to be NHSR and was modified and determined to be Not Full Board approval, the last approved date was not populating. This will now populate to be the date the current submission was finalized. Previously this field was only used for initials and renewals.

- IRBIS unable to send letter to personnel with apostrophe in their email address. This has been corrected.

- On the Admin Dashboard, when someone double clicks the View Submissions button for IRB Review Dates (minutes and agenda) causes an error because the Review Date is being populated twice. Now the button will be greyed out to prevent double clicking.

- When a abbreviated NSI form is created (reported = yes, yes, no), a request for follow-up was entered and returned to the PI, the full NSI form was opened when it is expected to only see the abbreviated form. This has been corrected.

- The IRB Admin name is now masked on the PI response to stipulation screen. In certain scenarios they were mistakenly being displayed to researchers.

- The NSI display has been updated on the admin view to display Don’t Know answers rather than defaulting to Yes when Don’t Know is selected.

- The hardstop has stopped checking to ensure that PI responses were confirmed prior to sending a letter. This has been corrected.

IRBIS 5.09.15 Update:

The committee agenda view has been revised to display 50 records by default. This was previously set to 10 and was requested to be increased to avoid additional clicking when setting reviewers.
The Funding Sources section has been updated so that if it is noted that the project is funded (or proposed to be funded) by a contract or grant from an organization External to UNC CH, a funding source must be entered:

![Funding Sources Section](image)

The expedited checklist has been revised:

- color scheme update
  - red = criteria not met
  - green = criteria met or not applicable
  - blue = confirmed (met, not met, or applicable)
- tracking header:
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Previously the default text for the COI Management Plan read:

The submitted responded “no conflicts” for all questions and a standard “no COI” finalization letter was sent. There is no individualized finalization letter to display for this COI number.
This has been revised to:

"This COI Disclosure has not yet been completed and COI email log information is not available at this time."

This should ensure better clarity between the text and the red x displayed icon.

The display of the new multisite questions on the admin view will now display the selected answer to the question rather than the question.

Previously:

![Previous Screen Shot]

Revised:

![Revised Screen Shot]
The Progress Report is being updated with the following changes:

- **Addition of Question F (Q 1F) re: consent short form**

- **Changes to NSI reporting text (Q 7,1)**

- **Addition of New Question regarding IRB oversight (Q 13)**

If a external institution was manually added, previously IRBIS was blocking staff from sending letters:

Now letters will be able to be sent for Disapproved / deferral / withdrawn / and minor stipulations. The hard stop will still be displayed for final review actions (e.g. approval).

Any disclosed Income/Honorarium/Compensation will now be displayed in the COI Pop-up window:
This information is also displayed to committee members via the committee reviews screen:

For Affiliate site, the default COI text has been revised:

Previously it read:

- Responsibility of affiliate site (check Attachments for a current COI Validation Form.)

This has been revised to read:

- This COI will be completed via COIRM and will be created pending the nightly system update.

IRBIS has been updated to fix several broken weblinks that have been identified. There are others. If you come across a link that is not working, please copy and paste the URL and question to irbis@unc.edu.

A new tool has been developed to better identify all questions where a hyperlink is included. This enables OHRE and ORIS to easily identify and update any hyperlinks that are no longer working within the IRBIS application.
New one click download of entire agenda of full board submissions:

From the Committee Agenda view, there is a new meeting preparation section:

A scheduled nightly task will create the files automatically to be available for download for the next scheduled full board meeting. Around midnight each night, the system will automatically update the files by deleting the prior version and saving a current copy.

In the morning, the admin can click the download button to save the entire Zip file of all studies / submissions / consent forms / and attachments.

From the download window, click Extract all files.
All files will then be available and saved:

If the files have been updated, you can manually delete the current version and download a new copy by selecting the Delete and then Download icons from the Meeting Preparation section.

Please note that compare versions of prior consent forms will not automatically be downloaded nor created.

A new ORIS tool has been developed to compare COI disclosed sponsors between IRBIS and AIR. In the future we plan to use this to include Ramses data, as well, and once tested potentially use it to identify projects where the data does not agree and ask researchers to update their IRBIS application.